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❑ College Soccer Live Streaming
- Soccer is the most popular sport in the w orld w ith a global audience of four billion

- Soccer is played in 1,941 colleges that take part of either the NCAA, Junior College (JUCO), the NAIA

- A college season ranges betw een 30 and 40 soccer games (both men and w omen). For example, George Mason University’s men and w omen’s soccer totaled 36 soccer games 

in 2017

- GMU soccer contributes $1.28M (6.37%) to the Athletic Department's revenue

- GMU’s Athletic Department outsources its media rights to Learfield Communications LLC for a f ixed yearly fee. The media rights include: signage, event sponsorships and 

promotions, corporate hospitality, and digital engagement and visibility w hich includes live streaming

- GMU soccer generates $85,034 in media rights revenue (payment from Learfield), and Learfield Communications generates $27,720 in ad revenue from the live streaming 

platform, w hich does not include commentary

- Learfield is unable to pay for commentary for GMU’s livestreaming platform due to high costs of at least $36,000/year, w hich limits live streaming view ership, thus limiting ad 

revenue 

❑ College Soccer Statistics
- In professional soccer, statistics collection is done in a partnership w ith sports data analytics companies that use AI technologies w ith the help of humans to collect game event 

(pass, shot, tackle, etc.) data. 

- Game event data can be accessed via API in XML or JSON format, then displayed in a CSV file.

- A recording of a game event data contains information such as the name of the event, the player that performed the event, as w ell as the coordinate of origin and destination of 

the event

- Statistics are crucial to a college soccer coach that w ants to assess player and team performance as it helps determine lineups and the recruitment of players

- A problem resides w here a majority of colleges, GMU as w ell, are unable to collect valuable live statistics that professional teams can collect due to the limited budget of 

Athletic Departments. This limits ad revenue for Media Rights Contractors because it does not attract recruiters and statistics soccer statistics enthusiasts

Soccer Field Cartesian Coordinates Soccer Event Data File in CSV format



• The absence of soccer commentary, due to high costs of $36,000/year, and the absence of complex 

game statistics at underserved colleges limits the ad revenues for media rights contractors. 

Problem Statement

Need Statement

• Advances in technology have enabled increasing viewership in long tail sports, such as soccer, in colleges. 

Modern technology allows the automation of processes such as the live collection of soccer game event 

data which is used to provide live statistics, and voice synthesizers which are used to replace human 

voices. There is a need to develop a system to provide low cost live soccer commentary and complex

game statistics to increases live streaming viewership, increasing ad revenue by at least $10,000 per 

college for media rights contractors. 



Physical Hierarchy AUTOCOM Process

Decision Making Script Process

***Limitations: Data feed delay, API Game Event Retrieval Component (not being developed), Audio-Video 

synchronization



● The prototype contains 10,500 lines of code, and 7 databases

● The prototype can narrate an event in 3 different ways, and provide 40 player and 46 team statistics

● The prototype was tested with seven games 

● The mission, functional, input, output, and design requirements were verified

● The system can provide commentary for a complete duration of a soccer game

● The system can follows the decision making scripts

● The system is able to calculate statistics to 99% accuracy



❖ AUTOCOM Business Plan
❑ Market Information: 

• Primary Customer: Media Rights Contractors

• Primary Consumer: colleges and college soccer audience 

(1,941 colleges with soccer programs)

• AUTOCOM Product: a licensed product (to media 

contractors) for $10,000/year per college

• Market Penetration: 7%, exponentially increasing 

• Maximum Customers: 50% of market (970)

❑ Costs:

- Initial Investment: $115,500

- Fixed Costs: $543,300

- Variable Costs: $Customers at year i * $5,000(cost to 

support a customer)

❑ Revenue NPV at Year 5: $23,453,315 

❑ Profit NPV at Year 5: $9,127,002 

❑ ROI at Year 5: 7,144%

❖ Media Rights Contractor (Learfield) Business Case
❑ Expected Audience: double of audience without 

commentary and statistics 

❑ Costs: $10,000 per school per year

❑ Additional Revenue: $23,310/school per year  (84% 

increase)

❑ Additional Profit: $13,310/school per year



● Automating game narration is possible using current technology and can be used as an alternative to current play-by-

play sports commentary methodologies. 

● For the system to work in a real-time, unsupervised environment, additional software development work must be 

completed: developing an API game event retrieval component and an audio/video synchronization component. 

● After these enhancements are in place, operational pilot testing must be conducted with a customer, such as George 

Mason University, to ensure and refine functionality of the system.  

● As noted in Learfield Communications’ business case, the company can increase revenue from $27,720 to $51,030 (84% 

increase), or a profit of $13,310. 

● George Mason University benefit from the AUTOCOM platform by increasing brand exposure due to an online soccer 

audience that is expected to double. Similar results could be expected for other long-tail sports such as basketball, 

football, etc., however, the AUTOCOM Team will focus on application to soccer initially. 

● If the AUTOCOM Team can prove out the profitability of this venture at George Mason University, it is highly likely that 

this success could be replicated at other universities, resulting in a very large potential market valuation in the next 2 -3 

years.

● Expanding into other collegiate sports will require additional investment but will also increase the potential revenue and 

profitability of the new sports commentary solution.


